Flow cytometry and spectral imaging multiphoton microscopy analysis of CD36 expression with quantum dots 605 of untreated and 7-ketocholesterol-treated human monocytic cells.
To evaluate CD36 expression with quantum dots 605 (QDs 605) on untreated and 7-ketocholesterol (7KC)-treated monocytic U937 cells by flow cytometry (FCM) and confocal and multiphoton laser scanning microscopy (CLSM). Cells were analyzed by CLSM, following flow cytometric quantification of CD36 expression and 7KC uptake. Image sequences were obtained by spectral analysis in monophoton and multiphoton CLSM and analyzed by the factor analysis of medical image sequences (FAMIS) algorithm to differentiate emission spectra. In CLSM analysis, cell deposits were screened in ultraviolet excitation modes to optimize the possibilities of QDs 605 and have the benefit of nuclei counterstaining by DAPI. FCM and CLSM reveal the expression of CD36 by means of QDs 605. FCM provides information on 7KC uptake. CLSM provides the localization of 7KC vs. DAPI. As factor curves and images show the red, narrow emission of QDs 605 vs. violet and blue emissions of 7KC and DAPI, respectively, a reliable identification of CD36 is obtained. QDs 605 are useful tools to perform antigenic expression in FCM and CLSM. Moreover, CLSM and subsequent spectral analysis provide a more specific characterization of QDs 605 fluorescent emission in the UV excitation mode and a simultaneous identification of 7KC.